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►Brad Gray — Senior Solutions Engineer, 
Recorded Books

Works with libraries worldwide to help them 
improve the patron experience when 
accessing digital content.

Today’s Presenter
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Thanks for Attending

►You will be on mute during the webinar. If you have questions that you would like 
to have answered during the Q&A session at the end of the webinar, enter those in 
the Questions box. 

►A handout will be included in the follow-up email as well as a link to the recording 
of this webinar.

► If you would like to speak with a Recorded Books team member about anything 
you hear today, simply type “Meeting Requested” in the Questions box. A team 
member will be in touch with you within the next few days.
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Agenda

►The landscape for digital content in 
higher education libraries

►Challenges and opportunities

►The importance of cost-per-circ

► Introducing the RBdigital Higher Ed 
Unlimited Collection

― Unlimited access
― Low cost-per-circ
― Easy collection management
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Audiobooks Popularity Growing 

►U.S. audiobook sales in 2018 were up 24.5% 
from the previous year, marking the seventh 
year of double digit growth.  

Audio Publishers Association

►Digital audiobooks grew by 36% between the 
first halves of 2017 and 2018. 

Association of American Publishers

► In 2019, 50% of Americans age 12 and up 
listened to an audiobook, up from 44% in 
2018.

Edison Research and Triton Digital
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Digital Content Demand in Higher Ed
►Digital media titles in US academic libraries have increased by 50% since 2014. 

(ALA Factsheet)

►Top two digital services being purchased in 2019 by higher ed libraries: 
― #1 – Audiobooks
― #2 – Streaming video 

2018 RBdigital Survey of U.S. 
Academic Libraries
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Students Are at Home with Audiobooks

● Gen Z = today’s students
― Digital natives
― Social media users
― Mobile phone as key device to 

communicate and consume content
― Heavy users of streaming services 

such as Netflix, Hulu, YouTube TV 
(binge content)
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Why Audiobooks vs. Other Formats?
►Narration can make the content much more memorable

►Some students are auditory learners ― the spoken word is easier to comprehend
― Dyslexic and other students with reading issues can increase comprehension and 

completion of assignments using an audiobook

►Many students are not “readers” ― proliferation of book summaries, “cheat sheets”

►Audiobooks travel well ― listen while walking, commuting to school, etc.

►Audiobooks can be less expensive than hardcopy books

“Many people think listening to audiobooks is somehow ‘cheating’ at reading. This 
opinion is both harmful and incorrect.  Fundamentally, reading is a way to convey 
information. A textbook and an audiobook both convey information.”

Elizabeth Ross, M.A, SMARTS
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Five Ways Audiobooks Integrate into Coursework

1. Core text assigned by the professor ― complete audiobook

2. Core text assigned by the professor ― section of an audiobook

3. Research materials used by the student

4. Background reading assigned by the professor

5. Skills useful to the student to complete the course
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Five Ways Audiobooks Integrate into Coursework

1. Core text assigned by the professor ― complete audiobook

► English Professor assigns a complete audiobook 
► Examples:  Angela’s Ashes; Jane Eyre; Beowulf 
► Narrated by talented actors; using local accents ― improving engagement 

and comprehension
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Five Ways Audiobooks Integrate into Coursework

2. Core text assigned by the professor ― section of an audiobook

► Business Professor assigns a section or chapter of an audiobook
► Examples: The Essentials of Risk Management; Mathematics Is Power; 

James Madison and the Struggle for the Bill of Rights
► Great way to introduce a topic or make a mundane topic more interesting
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Five Ways Audiobooks Integrate into Coursework

3. Research materials used by the student

► Industrial Psychology class requires a group project on the topic of the best 
ways to motivate employees

► Examples: How to Get People to Do Stuff;  Mastering the 7 Hidden Secrets to 
Motivation; Risk/Reward

► Each group member takes chapters and summarizes them from listening to 
the audiobook;  speed up the reading speed to get through materials 
quickly
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Five Ways Audiobooks Integrate into Coursework

4. Background reading assigned by the professor

► Government class 
► Examples: Marx, Capital, and the Madness of Economic Reason, Empire of 

Borders, Breaking Through Power
► Each group member takes chapters and summarizes them from listening to 

the audiobook;  speed up the reading speed to get through materials 
quickly
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Five Ways Audiobooks Integrate into Coursework

5. Skills useful to the student to complete the course

► Examples: The 10X Rule;  
► Why Superman Doesn’t Take Over the World; 
► The Biological Mind
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Introducing the RBdigital 
Unlimited Higher Ed Collection
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► Over 15,000 audiobook titles available 
for unlimited use 

► New titles added regularly 
► Over 30 categories

― Highlighted by

RBdigital Unlimited Curriculum Audiobooks
RBdigital Higher Ed Unlimited Collection

Business - Econ Literary Fiction Poetry

Cultural Studies Literary 
Nonfiction

Education

Engineering -
Tech

Mathematics Language Arts

History Philosophy Biographies

Medical - Health Psychology True Crime

Nature - Science Sociology Politics 

Nutrition -
Fitness

Self Help Current Events
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RBdigital Unlimited Audiobooks
►No holds: Immediate, unlimited access to thousands of titles
►Exclusive content: Many titles are only available from RBdigital
►Fixed costs: No matter how many students check out your audiobooks, your budget 

never goes up 
►New titles: Thousands of new audiobooks added annually—at no additional cost
►Lower cost-per-circ: The more checkouts, the better the value! 

RBdigital offers the largest collection of unlimited-access curriculum and popular 
interest titles available in higher ed.
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Unlimited Audiobooks — For All Students

Freshman English

Popular InterestStudent Success

Business/Economics
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The Broadest Array of Content Types in One App
Audiobooks—Access to 40,000+ exclusive audiobook titles―including bestselling 
authors and narrated by professional, award-winning actors―and thousands more 
from major publishers

eBooks—Bestselling and award-winning eBooks by top authors―with hundreds of 
thousands of titles from all major publishers and authors―for your patrons to 
enjoy on their computers and mobile devices

Magazines and Comics—The world's most popular library magazine service, with 
top titles including The Economist and Us Weekly, and thousands of comics and 
graphic novels, including Marvel’s Spider Man, Avengers, and X-Men, and other 
premium comics such as Transformers, G.I. Joe, Star Trek, and Ghostbusters

Entertainment—Unlimited access to movies and television shows, British TV and 
film, Spanish telenovelas and movies, and concerts and music documentaries

Education—A comprehensive collection of online continuing education courses, 
world language learning for adults and children, art and music instruction, 
software training, SAT/ACT test prep courses, and more

Health and Wellness—Hundreds of expert-led programs covering topics on 
cooking, nutrition, child care, financial wellness, fitness, yoga, mindfulness, stress 
reduction, and more

Unique platform design allows rapid availability of 
new content types.
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Simplified Collection Development

►Because the services are 
unlimited, no need to continually 
make adjustments due to holds 
or unavailable content

►New audiobooks titles and video 
content is constantly being 
added, without added cost

►With all of the content services 
on one app, your students can 
easily find the content they want
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Proven Performance
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Patrons Love the RBdigital App

Sat

Mon

Great App!!

Love audio books and grateful for 
RBDigital.

Easiest Way to Read Magazines…

Easy interface and great selection from 
many libraries.

Sat

Mon

Excellent service provided by local…

Good selection of audio books and 
magazines I enjoy. Had my grandchildren 
get their library cards to also be able to get 
books to read and enjoy.

Sooo easy to use and free!!!!

10/10

Wed
dadustan

Mon
TranquilityV

Sat
Johanna Arredondo

Sun
PlannerUser

Ratings & Reviews

4.6
21,820 Ratingsout of 5 
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Leading Four-Year Institutions Choose RBdigital
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Leading Two-Year Institutions Choose RBdigital
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Free Student Marketing Services & Support
In-library and digital patron marketing
►Email and app promotional support
►Customizable posters, bookmarks, flyers
►Communication templates and social 
media content

Support and training options

►Free technical support for students and 
library staff

►Live training webinars and user guides to 
get new users up to speed

►Staff training

►Public performance rights

Our services enable you to take advantage of unlimited offerings 
and achieve the lowest cost-per-circ.
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Lowest Average Cost-Per-Circ in the Business
►Nobody can beat our cost-per-circ because 

of our unlimited models
►Blending curriculum and popular interest 

content in an unlimited model drives 
maximum usage

►You can achieve the lowest cost-per-circ 
by:

- Adopting unlimited models 
- Offering multiple content services in a 

single app
- Driving your students to the RBdigital 

Collection

Stretch your budget and increase circulation…with affordable unlimited!

CO
STS

CI
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U
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►Unlimited, top-quality content offerings are only possible from a partner who is both 
a platform developer and publisher

►A wide range of education and popular interest content available in a single app
►Lowest cost-per-circ
►All at a fixed, predictable price…no surprises 

The RBdigital Advantage

That’s why higher ed institutions and students love RBdigital!
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Time for Questions

Thank you for joining us today. 

If you would like to speak with a Recorded Books team member about anything you 
have heard today, simply type “Meeting Requested” in the Questions box.

877-828-2833 | rbdigital@recordedbooks.com

mailto:rbdigital@recordedbooks.com
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